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Fe a t u r e s

Poster for ‘Hallucination’  The journalist Taleb Al-Shehri and his wife Heba Suleiman 

By Hassan Abdel Bari 

Within the activities of Kuwait 18th
Theatrical Festival, Super Star Art
Production Company presented its

play ‘Hallucination’, written and directed by
Intisar Al-Haddad, at Al-Dasma Theatre. In fact,
it has been a while since I have been to the love
of my life - theatre - and watched a live per-
formance. I can proudly state that it was one of
my best nights here in Kuwait. 

The plot discusses the disappointment of
many people who are helpless in facing corrup-
tion prevailing in many societies in the Arab
world, which is indicated by using classical
Arabic dialogue. This was elaborated through
the main character - a journalist played by
actor Taleb Al-Shehri, who strives throughout
the events to pinpoint corruption and corrupt
officials and help a simple handyman get his
right in a house he had built but was unlawfully
forced to relinquish to the government. 

The journalist insists that the laborer files
complaints demanding his right, but finally ends
up in a mental asylum to be treated by a cor-
rupt psychiatrist already bought by unseen cor-
rupt officials to push the journalist further into
madness and get rid of him, which eventually
happens in the final scene.   

The director’s note on the brochure daring
the audience not to lose their mind and start
hallucinating themselves proved right, at least
for me, since she used special light effects and
dramatic techniques such as using a flashback

scene within another, which was enough to get
the audience to wonder what was going on and
lose their sense of disbelief. She also used cine-
matographic images of Mandela, Superman,
Guevara and the cartoonist Naji Al-Ali as a
panoramic backdrop, in addition to an image of
Al-Ali’s iconic cartoon figure Hanzalah, with his
back to the audience, giving an impression that
he is trying to figure things out. 

In addition to soliloquy scenes and mono-
logues, the journalist also kept talking to his
pen and paper, urging the pen to write about
corruption and reassuring ‘it’ that it could only
be punished by being broken and replaced by
another; which actually happens to the ‘journal-
ist’ himself eventually. 

In act II, the director used a hollow image of
a human head with a maze inside indicating sci-
ence’s striving to unfold the secrets of the
human mind. This was the background decora-
tion of the mental asylum, where the journalist’s
wife eventually tells the doctor that her hus-
band is schizophrenic and had never written for
any newspaper. She said he used to write sto-
ries and paste them on newspapers, imagining

that he was actually fighting corruption by such
‘feature stories’.  This scene was another mind-
twisting one for the audience. 

Besides the main character, the cast also
included actress Heba Suleiman, who mar-
velously played the wives of both the ‘journal-
ist’ and the laborer; Osama Al-Bloushi playing
the psychiatrist and forming the plot’s comic
relief; Suleiman Al-Marzouq (the laborer),
Abdullah Al-Dubais (editor-in chief) and
Mohammed Al-Khawajah (the government
grievances’ office employee). 

A seminar followed the performance. It was
moderated by Ali Alyan and was attended by
the cast, Kuwait High Institute for Theatrical
Arts playwriting professor Dr Sa’da Al-Daas,

the Egyptian actors’ syndicate chairman Dr
Ashraf Zaki, Alexandria University drama pro-
fessor Dr Rania Fathallah and many art lovers. 

Finally, based on the concept of ‘two minds
are better than one’, I believe the playwright
Al-Haddad should have had another director do
the job to come up with more creative ideas,
especially about the lighting plan, actors’ move-
ment on stage and changing decorative props

between sets and scenes. In fact, and despite
her successful writing attempts and experience,
Haddad’s directing skills seem to be more like
those of a novice. Nonetheless, this is not meant

to undermine the effort exerted. It was a good
performance, and hopefully, a promising step in
a long path towards creativity and excellence
for the entire cast. 

‘Hallucination’: When the mind fails to adapt! 

The journalist trying to talk the laborer into filing a complaint. 

Dr Ashraf Zaki is seen amongst the audience 

(Left to right) Dr Al-Daas, Ali Alyan and author and
director, Al-Haddad. 

Osama Al-Bloushi (psychiatrist)

Bookstores are a go-to for the procrasti-
nating gift-getter, a one-stop shop that
has a little something for everyone. But

there’s a new kid on the block this holiday sea-
son as online giant Amazon creeps into the
physical realm, with 13 brick-and-mortar
stores across the United States and counting.
In the upscale Washington suburb of Bethesda,
the sector’s transformation is playing out in full
view: traditional bookstore Barnes & Noble is
closing up shop and Amazon is coming to
town-with a gleaming new store soon to open
not two minutes’ walk away.

“I think the elephant in the room is
Amazon,” said Donna Paz Kaufman, a
Florida-based industry consultant. “Anybody
in publishing is concerned about the tremen-
dous market share that Amazon has gar-
nered.” Since it began soaring to e-com-
merce domination in 1995, Amazon has been
a thorn in the side of independent bookstores
and big-box chains alike, with Borders shut-
tered in 2011. Barnes & Noble’s numbers,
meanwhile, are dwindling. The regal, three-
level Barnes & Noble in Bethesda feels like

more than just a store: coffee drinkers over-
look passers-by, while children gather
around a storytelling stage, decorated with
woodland creatures.    

End of an era 
But Barnes & Noble says it was unable to

agree on a lease extension, and the shop will
close in January after two decades. Up in arms,
over 5,600 people signed a petition urging the
Federal Realty Investment Trust-the property
owner-to “strike a fair leasing deal” and keep
Barnes & Noble open. Sarah Pekkanen, a local
author whose first book signing was in the
store, dubbed the closure “a loss.”

“I bring my kids there all the time, I know
some of the people who work there,” she told
AFP. “It’s always sad when a good bookstore
closes.” Though itself a big-box store that at its
zenith menaced independent sellers, long-time
customer Liz Cummings said Barnes & Noble
“became a part of the community.” But
although she is dismayed by the loss,
Cummings, who directs a local writing center, is
welcoming Amazon’s neighborhood debut.
“There’s no concern as far as I can tell, because
people want to be able to browse for books,”
said Cummings. “We’ll take it.” Amazon told
AFP it will stock only bestselling or highly rated
titles and feature local authors in the store,
which it said is “all about discovery.”

‘Beyond the click’ 
For the industry, which includes an

increasing number of independents accord-
ing to the American Booksellers Association,
welcoming Amazon is more of a challenge-
but not something to pout over. “Our culture
is at risk if there isn’t diversity in the number
of outlets selling books,” said analyst
Kaufman. She believes Amazon’s move into
the brick-and-mortar market-with stores
selling books and technology like the Kindle
e-reader and Fire tablet-is about accessing a
certain type of customer. “We know that
their interest in the bookstore world is really
a portal,” she said. “You have upscale, edu-
cated, higher income customers who are ear-
ly adopters in technology.” “They started
with books because they wanted the profile
of those customers that would then buy a lot
of other things.”  — AFP

Book chains better watch out: 
Amazon is coming to town

The logo of US electronic commerce and cloud
computing company Amazon. — AFP photos 

Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos 

Get glamorous this 

gifting season 

with Centerpoint

Get into the festive spirit this holiday sea-
son as Centrepoint, the Middle East’s
largest fashion retailer, introduces its lat-

est in-store fashion drops. The new collection
items are available across all Centrepoint stores
and feature the much-loved brand’s Splash,
Babyshop, Lifestyle, and Shoe Mart. Get ready
to step out in style with up-to-date winter fash-
ion trends that are sure to turn heads.

Centrepoint’s Winter 2017 collection is
heavily inspired by the 90s, showcasing cosmo
and grunge aesthetics. The collection also
comes equipped with a variety of different
pieces that will keep you on-trend during the
cooler months. Babyshop will not only keep
your kids warm but also keep them looking
great in the most adorable new clothes and
accessories. Featuring an eclectic bunch of
trends, the winter collection flaunts a variety of
colors, shapes, designs and patterns this sea-
son. The girls’ collection is inspired by nature,
animals and cozy winters, showcasing fun
styles combined with fine details throughout.
Varieties of pink, brown and white will be the
main colors for the season. 

For boys, the collection features a variety of
street art, doodle inspired and dense all-over
prints in a variety of winter shades from bright
blue to darker greens and deep burgundy,
Whether in school or prepping for the season’s
festivities, elevate kids’ style and finish off their
new outfits by dressing them in this season’s
trendiest shoes from Shoe Mart. The new selec-
tion features classic designs with twists, color
blocking and soft urban palettes to achieve the
look. The Splash collection features the ever-
popular camouflage print as well as prairie, new
textured clothing and embellished styles to
make your clothes shine and sparkle- perfect
for this time of year. The collection’s color

palette is a combination of earthy and natural
colors from rusty oranges and blush tones
through to fuchsias and burgundy. There is also
a focus on vibrant orange, black, blue and the
iconic holiday colors of red and white. 

Footwear for women is all about making
statements this Winter. The Shoe Mart collec-
tion comes equipped with a variety of different
pieces that will keep you on-trend during the
cooler months. The range features new boots
with buckles and faux fur, floral embroidery on
shoes, and ruffled heels. Whilst the brand’s ath-
leisure sneakers and chunky platforms comple-
ment the more rugged styling of the season.

Grunge luxe, sports nostalgia and extreme
utility trends remain at the forefront for men
this season. The collection includes exaggerat-
ed details, oversized proportions, and wash
silks with military references.

Splash makes a strong statement with its col-
or choices this season, from bold red to ripe
orange and hazard yellow. Quieter shades such
as olives, camels, baked pinks, and rust tones
have been designed to contrast and complement

the brighter tones.  In Shoe Mart, purple haze
and saddle brown work as richer base colors,
whilst white, bright chartreuse and even a bold
lilac add a fresh modern edge. The earthier tones
ground the modern design of the shoes giving
the collection a seasonal feel. Lifestyle has a
wide range of new accessories for every fash-
ionable look and home this season. With new
launches from Charlotte Reid and Fiorelli - those
coveting a new bag will be delighted with the
range of designs from prints, through to mono-
chrome in an assortment of flattering shades. 

For the beauty fans, Centrepoint will be
restocking its two new hair-care brands -
Bedhead and Big Sexy Hair- just in time for
those late-night parties! Whilst for make-up,
this season offers a selection of pink, orange
and red lipsticks ideal for a bold lip this holiday
season. Also, new exotic fragrances will be in
store from Heart & Home, Apsley and Millefiori
Milano. Do visit any of the stores located at Al
Rai, Avenues, Salmiya, Fintas, Jahra, Fahaheel,
Sulaibhikhat, Kuwait City, Khaitan and Hawally
for the latest Collection.


